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CENTARA GRAND AT CENTRAL PLAZA LADPRAO BANGKOK

Centara Grand at Central Plaza Ladprao Bangkok opened in 1983 and was the first hotel within the Centara Hotels & Resorts family. 
One of Bangkok’s timeless landmark, the five-star hotel has undergone a complete renovation and upgrading programme in 2012  
Located on the northern side of Bangkok, within the Ladprao business district and adjacent to the greenery of Chatuchak Park,  
this five-star hotel stands at a strategic point for the highway network, the BTS Skytrain, and the MRT underground, with nearby access to 
all three transportation systems.

Integral to the development is the Bangkok Convention Centre Hall, and the Central Plaza shopping and lifestyle complex, together 
comprising all that is needed for guests staying in Bangkok on leisure or business.



STAY IN STYLE

There are 565 rooms and suites, all recently renovated and with a bright, modern 
and fresh design. The rooms are exceptionally spacious with the majority of rooms 
offering spectacular views of green parkland and the city skyline through the large 
windows. The high proportion of suites in the hotel allows several suite categories 
offering up to 170 square metres of living space and with options that include corner 
suites and suites suitable for families. 

All suites offer large lounge areas with comfortable seating to relax, read or watch 
television. Designed for convenient living, and with plenty of workspace for those on 
business, all rooms are equipped with large bathrooms, individual air-conditioning, 
LCD television with international satellite channels, in-house movies, Wi-Fi 
connection, personal safe, minibar, and tea and coffee maker while the Plaza Suites 
and Royal Suites feature a Jacuzzi.

Space and style 

Room to relax 



The suite life



Club accommodation takes up five floors of the hotel, and along with its own butler service features the exclusive Club Lounge on Level 24, offering  
complimentary five meal servings per day, including  breakfast and evening cocktails and canapés to be enjoyed either indoor or on the expansive 
terrace with great city views. Club guests also have complimentary use of the lounge meeting rooms for two hours daily.



Light and bright colours Entertainment awaits 





DINING PLEASURE

With nine restaurants and bars, the hotel has a dining experience for all styles and tastes, ranging 
from huge international buffets through to authentic Thai, Japanese, Chinese, Italian and Vietnamese 
specialty restaurants, a cosy coffee corner for home-baked breads and cakes, and  a dramatic 
rooftop venue where the night lights of Bangkok form a majestic backdrop for creative cocktails and 
fascinating fusion food.

Authentic cuisines



Caecus debis ut hit, is dolupta nullab
Fine teas and coffees



A hearty breakfast, a pause for mid-morning coffee, 

a quick but nutritious lunch, a well-deserved afternoon 
tea with cakes and pastries, a cocktail or two at sunset, 
and be it a fine dinner with your partner, family, business 
associates or friends, a casual lunch, a cocktail or two 

while contemplating the view or a well-deserved afternoon 
treats, our dining venues will satisfy your every need.





MEET AND GREET

Business becomes pleasure when you are holding meetings and seminars, or hosting 
receptions and parties. The Club Lounge offers an atmosphere of exclusivity and is 
large enough for privacy. There are small rooms for functions, and boardrooms for 
corporate meetings, all equipped with presentation and audio-visual equipment. 

For relaxing after business, and perfect for accompanying spouses, SPA Cenvaree 
is set on the garden level of the hotel, in an atmosphere of cool serenity, and takes 
at its design theme a Lotus Zen concept. Blending contemporary elements of Thai 
culture  with Western influences, the spa treatments have been designed to deliver a 
respite from the hectic urban pace.  Seven multi-function therapy rooms are available, 
with individual and couple suites. The Thai massage room is for traditional massage 
therapies, while the beauty and grooming facilities include a manicure & pedicure 
suite.

 



A N  E L E G A N T  E V E N T



STAGE ANY EVENT

The transportation links help to make the hotel ideal for meetings and events of any kind. The pillar-free Vibhavadee Ballroom is 
one of the largest in town and can seat 1,000 guests for a banquet or hold 2,000 for a reception. There are also 17 fully equipped 
function rooms for maximum flexibility and the staging of multiple events. Bangkok Convention Centre Hall is a self-contained 
facility for staging large-scale conferences, exhibitions and concerts, and can seat 3,800 in its auditorium.  





Even in the heart of the busiest city, there has to be time for leisure. The hotel has a large swimming pool with an outdoor Jacuzzi and lush garden 
surroundings. The fitness centre has personal trainers on hand to advise and recommend on workout programmes, and the integral Central Plaza 
shopping and leisure complex is the largest in this part of Bangkok, offering a huge selection of shops and boutiques to treat yourself or pick up  
those gifts for the family.
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